Abstract
Astra is a new layer of phygital expression, teleporting users to a virtual world
where you can play games with friends, buy digital fashion with your personalised
avatar and receive to wear as real clothes in real life.
The workflow of the protocol is that of a virtual gamified experience which
doesn't aim to replace real life but gamify everyday activities in an immersive way. To
enter Astra, the user has to purchase an avatar known as an Astranaut. This avatar will
be upgradable and customizable i.e. the user can equip it with many accessories to
resemble their real world identity. In Astra you can visit different cities and participate
in events, shop for virtual products, collect NFTs and experience all the activities
happening in the metaverse. Avatar holders can also take part in the governance of
the protocol since holding an avatar grants a vote to the user.
All these activities and experiences are provided through cyberspaces which
are parcels of customizable virtual spaces designed by Architects and owned by
cyberspace owners. Digital fashion designers can also utilize their 3D modeling
and animation skills to create different assets that can be later purchased by
cyberspace owners or astranauts. The entire supply chain of the protocol is based
on the assets created by these 3D designers. The protocol will incentivize
designers through the creator fund to enable the deployment of high quality
3D assets in the Astra metaverse.
Events and virtual experiences incentivize cyberspace owners as they can
collect participation fees, sell NFTs and attract users to their cyberspaces.
Astranauts on the other hand attend these events to a) win prizes or rewards
and b) to witness the immersive virtual experiences in the metaverse. Apart from
attending events, avatars can also shop for virtual products in the Astra metaverse,
they can visit virtual stores of their favorite brands and visualize the e-shopping
experience in real-time.
To incentivize activity on the protocol, there are activity based rewards for both
cyberspaces and astranauts, which will be paid from the protocol subsidy fund.
These rewards will depend on the activity generated by the users during a
certain time interval. Activity will be gauged through transaction fee i.e. higher the
transaction fee generated by
a user higher will be the reward.

Mechanism Design
Mechanism design of Astra revolves around activities of five major components These are:
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Cities in Astraverse
Cities are places in the Astra metaverse where all the players of the ecosystem i.e., Astranauts
(AI Avatars), Cyberspace owners, designers can create and enjoy virtual experiences. The
cities are categorized based on the types of events or experiences they host, for instance, the
city for NFT gaming can only include virtual gaming events. Each city will have different
experiences designed as utilities, Astranauts can visit these cities based on the type of event
they wish to experience in the metaverse. However, every time an avatar travels between cities
a small toll tax has to be paid.
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Toll tax for a particular city is calculated by multiplying a base toll to one plus the ratio of
transaction fee generated by that particular city and transaction fees generated by all cities.
Although cities are differentiated based on utilities, there are some common utilities that
each city will have, for instance, homes, hotels, shops, etc.

Cyberspaces
Cyberspaces are portions of customizable stores or homes in the Astra metaverse that
brands and astranauts can enjoy. There are 50,000 cyberspaces and each city is going to
have only a certain number of cyberspaces. A cyberspace architect can build a base
level cyberspace and directly deploy it in Astraverse or can sell it to a cyberspace
owner through the marketplace by paying a 5% deployment tax or fee to the
protocol. This fee will be charged in Astra tokens.
Cyberspaces can be upgraded and modified at any point in time
i.e., owners can easily add/remove NFTs and implement new
designs to attract astranauts. Cyberspaces with
high levels of engagement will receive performance based
rebates through the protocol’s rebate/subsidy fund.
A cyberspace has many utilities and it can be used as:

Virtual store to sell or display NFTs
Platform to host virtual events
Virtual home for avatars
Space to rent-out and collect passive income

Activities / Events in Cyberspaces
Cyberspace owners can organize different events in the Astra metaverse. The events can
have reward pools to attract astranauts to participate in it.
Cyberspace owners have many incentives to organize high quality and frequent events
for astranauts such as:
Collect astra tokens as a participation fee in events.
Earn through sponsorships from virtual store owners or other cyberspace owners.
Earn through rebates from the protocol by generating quality activity. These
rebates will be decided through the feedback mechanisms in place i.e. the better
the quality of events as rated by Astranauts the higher the rebate amount
Cyberspace owners can also advertise a particular event to gauge the interest of the
audience, however, this advertisement is going to cost the cyberspace owner a certain
amount of Astra tokens.
For each event organized by the cyberspace owner a certain percentage of the total fees
accumulated goes to the protocol.

a. Cyberspace owners can organize events
b. Can advertise that event
c. Can earn rebates for generating quality activity (Feedback based taxation from
events)
d. Can earn money from sponsorship in events / activities
e. Will charge for tickets from participants (optional) / crowd
f. Lucrative winning prizes for winners / runner ups
g. Will pay 5% of earnings to protocol
Each city can host some particular type of activities. Some suggested activities for each
city area as following;
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NFTs
Virtual experiences and events in the Astra metaverse are created through NFTs. Cyberspace
designers can create these NFTs and list them to sell on cyberspaces.
The NFTs can be used to take part in events, design personal cyberspaces, display to other
avatars, etc. In addition, users can upgrade their NFTs by increasing attributes, the higher the
attributes of an NFT, the more valuable it becomes on the secondary market. When
not in use, NFT holders can also rent their NFTs to other users and earn passive income on
their assets.
Moreover, user’s participation in events will be subject to them holding a certain NFT, however
this will depend on the event’s rules and regulations set by the cyberspace owner.
To incentivize users to participate in events and ensure organic activity, cyberspace
owners can introduce gift vouchers for regular participants. These gift vouchers will be in
the form of an NFT and there can be different utilities to it. For instance, users can trade
these NFTs on the marketplace, they can get a waiver on the event participation fee, they
can guarantee themselves a higher share in the reward pool, etc.

Meta Commerce
NFTs will also play a significant role in the Metacommerce mechanics of the protocol. Users
will be able to visit virtual stores of different real-world brands, purchase items and experience
shopping in the metaverse. The purchased items will be delivered as a physicalasset to the
buyer and a virtual NFT of the same asset is going to be minted and transferred to the digital
wallet of the buyer.
Meta Commerce brings endless opportunities to brands and retailers as they can set up their
virtual shops in the metaverse and can launch their own NFTs as well. In a physical setting
fashion brands spend millions of dollars in pretests i.e. before launching a particular fashion
line. With virtual stores they can create 3D art and test their fashion lines at a significantly
lower cost. People can try products in the metaverse and provide their feedback before it is
physically manufactured and huge costs are incurred. Moreover, brands can promote their
products by sponsoring different events or designing paid advertisements on protocol owned
ad facilities.
From the perspective of the user, they can virtually visit and shop for their favorite brands, they
can try products before they make a physical purchase and can even purchase virtually and
get the product in person.
Brands can sponsor different events / cyberspaces by paying sponsorship charges to the
organizer / owner. They can also avail protocol owned advertisements by bidding on
advertisement spots available on Advertising Platform of protocol.

Astranauts
Astranauts are an integral part of the Astra ecosystem. Astranauts are a set of 10,000
customisable and upgradable AI Avatars who can play games and participate in events to earn
rewards, and can even visit virtual stores to shop for real-world products. To increase network
adoption, the first 2000 avatars are going to be free of charge, however after the freemium
phase ends, users will have to purchase an avatar from the protocol through Astra tokens
Avatar Price = Base Price

( 1 + df )

Avatar price is calculated by multiplying a base price by one plus the demand factor. The base
price will be 10 Astra tokens and the equation for demand factor is given as:
df =

Total Avatar Sold
Total Supply of Avatar

Since Astranauts are the main growth drivers of the ecosystem, they are provided some
exclusive benefits.
Holding an AI avatar allows users to vote in different protocol related governance
mechanisms. For instance, holders of avatars can vote on adding a cyberspace to a
particular city.
Astranauts can also contribute in creating effective feedback mechanisms for events held
in different cyberspaces.
Astranauts can invest in cyberspaces by purchasing its share from the cyberspace
owner.
Astranauts can participate in the protocol’s staking program and can yield high returns by
staking their Astra tokens.
They can also earn activity based rewards by frequently engaging with the protocol and
showing high levels of activity.

Astra DAO
The protocol’s day to day operations will be handled through a decentralized
autonomous organization (DAO), Astra Foundation will be a major
contributor to the DAO. There are various regulations that are going to be
implemented in the protocol through DAO voting, some of these potentially
include:
Deployment of cyberspace in particular city
Dis-incentivization policies for astranauts
cyberspaces to prevent malicious activities.
Tax rates, intercity tariffs, fines, etc.
Grants will be approved from Creator's
fund through DAO
Voting on a proposal in DAO will take
place under permissioned relative
majority method. Proposal will be open
for voting for 24hrs. After 24hrs the
proposal will be accepted or rejected
depending upon the number of
votes.

and

Staking
The staking mechanism is introduced to further incentivize the stakeholders of the Astra
ecosystem. Staking is going to be an attribute of the banking city and users will have to deposit
Astra tokens and hold them to enjoy a variable yield. Staking yield depends on the revenue the
protocol collects in transaction fees, therefore yields vary with network adoption. The staking
rewards are going to be distributed from the community reward pool, the distribution
percentage will be determined by Astra foundation.
The first staking will be a quarterly staking starting on the 4th month from TGE. The
entirestaking pool will be depleted in this event. The third month from TGE will have the most
emissions on a MoM basis. To cater the sell pressure, the first event of staking will take place.
The staking pool at the execution of the staking will have accumulated 3 months of staking
rewards, hence the quarterly staking.
The second staking event will occur on the start of the 10th month from the TGE and it willbe
biannual staking. The entire staking pool will be depleted in this event. The 3rd quarter from
the TGE will have the most emissions on a QoQ basis. The staking pool at the start of this
event will have accumulated 6 months of staking rewards, hence the bi-annual staking.

Staking Mechanism
Total revenue earned by protocol will be divided in three pools as following;
These staking rewards will be distributed among stakers who lock their tokens for a fix period
of time in staking pool:
Staking Rewards =
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Astra Marketplace
Since the protocol has an NFT based supply chain, there is going to be a centralized
marketplace for all the NFT trading. Astra protocols’ centralized marketplace will be used to
buy and sell Avatars, protocol owned, designed cyberspaces, NFTs, Gems etc.

Game Theory
Protocol - Activity Based Rewarding Mechanism

To incentivize cyberspace owners and astranauts, the protocol is going to disburse activity
based rewards from the subsidy pool. The activity will be gauged for both cyberspace owners
and astranauts through transaction fees generated in an activity meter. The higher the
transaction fee generated by the user, the higher will be the reward share. This is because
more buy transactions translate to more activity being generated on the protocol, which
consequently means more value is added to the system. Activity based rewards will serve as
an incentive to users who spend more time on the platform.
At the end of every week top five Astranauts / cyberspaces with maximum activity will get
rewards from subsidy pool:
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The equation shows that the rewards are proportionately
distributed to the top five users from the subsidy pool.
Users with a higher proportion of transaction fee
generated among the top five will be entitled to a
higher reward share.
There will be a subsidy pool set for the
participants of the Astra metaverse i.e.
Avatars, cyberspace owners will be rewarded
with Astra tokens based on their activity on
the protocol. Each user will be rewarded
based on their share of transaction fee
generated. In addition to the activity based
rewards, the protocol will also incentivize
cyberspace owners to generate more
activity by offering free advertisements to
their events or cyberspaces.

Subisdy Pool

Soulbound Tokens
The concept of soulbound tokens is similar to decentralized identifiers (DIDs). Avatars in Astra
metaverse can experience different things such as watching a movie or driving a luxury car
and an NFT associated with that experience is given to them. The NFT is bound to that
particular experience and identity and it cannot be sold to other avatars. Inaddition, soulbound
tokens can serve as entry points for exclusive and high paid events arranged by the protocol.
Digital identifiers
Experiences can’t be sold
Bound to identity
Exclusive access to protocol hosted high paid events

Protocol Owned Advertisement Spots
Advertisement spots will be placed upon the
heatmap incorporated in the protocol to ensure
prime locations for advertisements..Top 3
Cyberspace owners with the most activity
will be advertised on billboards
throughout the cities. Bottom 3
Cyberspace owners with respect to
activity over a period of one week will be
advertised as well to boost their
business/events
Advertisements will play a key role in engaging
all the players of the Astra ecosystem. All the advertising slots will be held
by the protocol and given to users based on demand. There will be two
types of advertisements:
Protocol owned advertising slots will be provided by the protocol to
cyberspaces generating high/low levels of engagement, free of
charge.
Paid advertisement slots will be provided to cyberspaces to advertise
their NFTs, events or products to a larger audience.
These advertisement slots will be provided to users
through a bidding process weekly or Monthly. After
every week / month the slot will be again open for
bidding.

Activities Feedback Mechanism
Spectators/ participants of every event will give their feedback on every event on a scale of
1 - 5. Event tax will be charged by protocol depending on feedback of an event:
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Architects/ Creators Incentives
To incentivize cyberspace designers to contribute to the asset library of the protocol and
design attractive cyberspaces, there will be no initial cost charged to the designer. Unlike
Decentraland and Sandbox, developers will not have to buy land to build a cyberspace, they
can simply access the services of the protocol and start building their cyberspace. This not
only provides equal opportunity to designers to showcase their art skills but also promotes
good competition among them to build the best cyberspace, which will ultimately be valued
more in monetary terms.
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Creator Fund Rewards
Creator fund will be used to reward the most valuable creators (Top 5) of the Astra metaverse
and for grants. The distribution of the creator fund will depend on certain growth metrics at the
protocol level. These are:

Creator Fund Rewards
New Assets deployed and Sold by creators
Inflation rate of Assets (MoM)
Price Growth of Assets (MoM)
Average Price per asset deployed by creator
Based on these growth KPIs, a growth constant will be determined by Astra DAO which will be
a value between 0 and 1. The rewards to be distributed from the creator fund are then given
by the formula:
Reward Pool = Gc

CF

Where ‘Gc’ is the growth constant and ‘CF’ is the size of the creator fund for the time interval
rewards are going to be distributed. To determine the standings of each creator or designer the
following ratio will be calculated:
Creator’s Share =

Number of assets deployed & sold by user
Total assets deployed & sold on protocol

Note that the share of each user will be calculated for the time interval rewards are being
distributed for, the share will reset every time the creator reward program ends.
Only top 5 creators will qualify for the creator fund rewards based on their contribution share
explained in the equation above. To calculate the reward for each of the top 5 creators, the
following formula will be used:
Csi
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The equation yields the ratio of an individual creator’s share standing in the top 5 and
cumulative share of all creators standing in the top 5 and then multiplies it with the reward pool.

Grants
Further Creator’s funds can be claimed for grants by submitting a proposal in DAO. DAO will
decide about the amount of creator fund to be issued for a specific grant.

One Person One Avatar
The economic model explained above ensures that users are disincentivized to hold more
than one avatar due to the following reasons:
With more avatars, it will be difficult for the user to generate activity on the protocol and
qualify for activity based rewards.
An avatar is a real world representation of the user and it serves as a soulbound token for
the holder which is exclusive to his identity.
Since creator fund rewards will only be distributed among top holders, owning multiple
cyberspaces with a single avatar will benefit the user. However, if more avatars are
created by the user, he will not be enjoying the same benefits with the cyberspaces he
already owns.

Conclusion
It’s the year 2030, Cindy has a wedding to attend. She can’t make it to the mall, as she’s got
a very busy week working from home, a good thing she’s got her VR headset.
She slicks her hair carefully fits the headset on and reappears in a dreamlike version of her
living room. Her AI assistant, asks her “what would you like to do today? she replies “please
take me to the Schiaparelli store in Astra” and reappears, in a 3D version of the store.
In the 3D store, she can see other Astranauts, try on digital outfits with her avatar and
combine different pieces to create a new look. The best part of this is she does not have to
worry about getting the wrong size because her AI assistant knows her body even more than
she does.
She pays for the outfit she's decided on with the Astras she's earned playing different games
in Astra, and is done with all of this in about 30 minutes. She takes off her headset to log into
her next meeting and in about 3 days all she ordered comes to her house fitting like a glove.
You see, the future of fashion and the metaverse doesn’t have to be dystopian. It doesn’t
have to be a place we go to because the world around us is dying, and we live there for
hours because the real world around us is dire and depressing.
It can all be beautiful, and this is why we're building Astra.

